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Life mastery: The art & practice of  
soul-centered co-creation and manifestation 

MANIFESTING YOUR sacred yes PROJECT VISION 

“Creativity is the state of consciousness in which you enter into the 
treasury of your innermost being and bring the beauty into manifestation.” 

u Torkom Saraydarian
The Solar Angel 

“Goals that you may set for yourself are not arrived at by some magical, mystical process. They are arrived
at, for the most part, by a logical, orderly sequence of events, hard work and consistent effort.  It’s like saying 

you want to be a doctor but not being willing to go through medical school.  It doesn’t work. 
u John-Roger

Everyone’s Sacred Yes Project is a process that has an inner component.  You chose that Project to 
honor and express some vision or inspiration from within.  This trio is an opportunity to consider 
the following questions:  What is your Sacred Yes Project vision?  What are your next steps in 
moving it into manifestation?  What is your level of commitment—your level of dedication to 
completing your Sacred Yes Project?  

FAC:  Invite your partner to respond to the following: 
1. Share a brief description of your Sacred Yes Project and what you’ve accomplished so far.

2. What is the vision you are seeking to express through your Sacred Yes Project.  “What is the
vision that inspires your Sacred Yes Project?”

3. Invite your partner to consider, “Given where you are, and all that’s happening in the
world as well as in your world, what opportunities do you perceive are available to bring
fresh Enthusiasm, Energy, and Intention to manifesting your Sacred Yes Project and to your
Sacred Yes Project Team participation?”

4. “What would you like to accomplish this next month insofar as your Sacred Yes Project?
What are your next steps—what actions are you committed to taking?

5. What are your Intentions, remembering the inherent power of Intentions?

6. Invite your partner to step into the experience of their completed Sacred Yes Project and
share what’s present speaking from the Authentic Self.  Encourage your partner in moving
into the Authenticity of who they are and fully embodying the Intention, Inspiration, and
Fullness of their Sacred Yes Project.  Remind them, they are sharing from the place of their
Sacred Yes Project already complete!

7. Acknowledge, appreciate, and encourage your partner for their renewed commitment.

“Grit is about working on something you care about so much that you’re willing to stay loyal 
to it … it’s doing what you love, but not just falling in love―staying in love.” 

u Angela Duckworth



Sharer’s Notes from Manifesting Your Sacred Yes Project Vison trio process:

#2. What is the vision that inspires your Sacred Yes Project? 

#3. What opportunities do you perceive are available to bring fresh Enthusiasm, Energy, and 
Intention to manifesting your Sacred Yes Project and to your Sacred Yes Project Team participation? 

#4. What actions are you committed to taking? 

#5. What are your Intentions? 

#6. What was your experience when you stepped into your Authentic Self and shared your 
completed Sacred Yes Project? 

#7. Acknowledge yourself for your renewed commitment. 

“Motivation is when your dreams put on work clothes.” 
u Ben Franklin 


